
The FEMTO3D ATLAS microscope combines the

3D measurements and technology into an all-in-one
solution. The unique properties of Atlas enable 
researchers to image neuronal, dendritic, and other 
neuropil activities in 3D during operation about one 
million times faster compared to classical scanning 
methods with preserved two-photon resolution.
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ACOUSTO-OPTIC SCANNER-
BASED 2-PHOTON MICROSCOPE

THE ALL-IN-ONE
SOLUTION
for extremely high-speed
3D imaging

FUNCTIONAL REAL-TIME 3D IMAGING
calcium imaging, voltage imaging

DEEP PENETRATION
low phototoxicity, high optical quality

UNIQUE FLEXIBLE IMAGING METHODS
supporting neurobiological applications

NETWORK IMAGING
of over 2000 soma distributed in 3D

DENDRITIC IMAGING
without interruption through layers

SPINE MAPPING
simultaneous imaging of 
thousands of spines

DURING BEHAVIOR
in vivo 3D motion 
correction

BREAKTHROUGH
INNOVATION
IN MULTIPHOTON
MICROSCOPY high-speed arbitrary 

frame scanning with 
40 fps

in vivo 3D motion 
correction during 

behavior

3D chessboard
scanning

3D random-access
ROI scanning with 30kHz

voltage imaging

3D dendritic
imaging and 

spine mapping

3D network imaging
of over 2000 neurons

simultaneous
3D photostimulation
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The FEMTO3D ATLAS implements traditional galvo
and resonant scanner-based two-photon microscope imaging 
functions and combines them with a unique fast 3D imaging 
feature of the acousto-optic scanner-based microscope,
providing an all-in-one solution for scientists.

The FEMTO3D ATLAS is an acousto-optic scanner-based 
two-photon microscope extension which can be added to 
existing upright microscopes to open their imaging capability 
to fast 3D functional imaging. It works also as a stand-alone 
system.
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3D IMAGING BY 
CHESSBOARD
SCANNING

The FEMTO3D ATLAS
which are responsible for the X, Y scanning, and 
Z focusing (AO technology). Thanks to this technology, the 
positioning of the focal spot is independent of the travelling

point scanning). This positioning freedom results in an
extremely high scanning speed (30 kHz) at any 3D location 
under the objective in a cubic millimeter volume.

ALL-IN-ONE
MICROSCOPE 
SOLUTION

IN VIVO, REAL-TIME
3D IMAGING HIGH-SPEED ARBITRARY 

FRAME SCANNING

3D ANTI-MOTION
TECHNOLOGY

The high-speed arbitrary frame scanning mode of Atlas
provides a scanning speed of 40 fps at 510 x 510 pixels which 
is faster than most resonant scanning multiphoton scopes with 
their highest speed being around 30 fps. Thanks to the
AO technology, the scanning plane can be arbitrarily chosen
besides the speed: the fast-scanned plane can be perpendicular 
to the axis of the objective, or lying in an arbitrary angle in
X and/or Y.

The AO technology allows scanning along the surface
or 3D volume elements. These elements can cover the 
regions of interest and also the neighboring areas where 

The sampling rate can reach the 10 – 1,000 Hz, which is 
necessary to resolve neural activity, and making it
possible to preserve all information provided by

in 
vivo 3D motion correction calculations.
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3D ROI 
scanning
with 30 kHz

real-time
4D volume
scanning

3D photo-
stimulation

automatic wavelength
tuning 750-1050 nm

3D anti-motion 
technology

high-speed
arbitrary frame
scanning
with 40 fps2
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